ComplyPro is the world’s leading provider of collaborative progressive assurance solutions for major infrastructure projects. Our core solution ComplyPro®, enables collaborative working between client and supply chain, from design through to build assurance, whilst demonstrating evidence and visualisation of progress to key stakeholders.

ComplyPro® is an easy to use, cloud-based system which can be accessed anytime, anywhere, globally. ComplyPro enables its users to adopt a unified approach to compliance and assurance providing unprecedented visibility of the projects health - and flagging issues much earlier than with traditional methods.

Delivered using state-of-the-art, Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), ComplyPro is rapidly deployed with minimal IT footprint and cost. The solution has been specifically developed for infrastructure projects in partnership with leading industry players and is rapidly becoming the progressive assurance solution of choice.

**ComplyPro for industries**

The ComplyPro solution is specifically designed to meet the exacting requirements of major infrastructure projects and engineering processes across many industries including: Rail, Infrastructure, Aviation, Energy and Safety. The collaborative nature of ComplyPro makes it an ideal fit for managing large and complex supply chains or geographically dispersed teams of engineers or project discipline leads. ComplyPro can scale to any size project – large or small.

ComplyPro shares a single view of progressive assurance information, supporting true collaboration, throughout the lifecycle while delivering faster and consistently repeatable processes. The highly configurable system can support any number of processes, and is applicable to almost any industry that needs to manage progressive assurance, risk, and compliance. ComplyPro helps to mitigate project risks enabling the achievement of a fully assured handover.

**The Benefits of using ComplyPro:**

**Delivering Progressive Programme Assurance**

ComplyPro ensures that programme assurance is delivered progressively as an intrinsic part of the design and delivery process - reducing costly delays and overruns and significantly improving engineering and build efficiency. The solution provides easy and immediate access to an always up-to-date assurance specification across a whole programme with clear dashboard visualisation of any non-compliance.

**Effectively Managing Complexity**

A significant issue with complex infrastructure projects is that traditional methods for managing assurance and compliance are typically manually derived through paper or spreadsheet based methods - resulting in an administrative nightmare. Thousands of interrelated requirements, standards, drawings, and documents make it next to impossible to see where a change in one element could impact one or many other elements.

ComplyPro ensures that inter-related information is clearly documented, visible and traceable across the project team ensuring nothing can be missed. ComplyPro enables the project team to assess the impact of unforeseen changes, top-down or bottom-up, allowing the project team to make informed decisions before critical milestones.

ComplyPro delivers a single centrally accessed assurance specification database – ensuring that everyone is always working to up-to-date information; and that contractors are not working to older versions of the specification – as often happens with traditional methods.

ComplyPro is used successfully on major infrastructure projects around the globe including Crossrail, Etihad Rail, Doha Metro and Oman Airports.
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Reducing Corporate Risk

ComplyPro provides clients, owners, stakeholders and management teams with unprecedented and progressive visibility of the true health and progress of a project. State-of-the-art dashboards aggregate project assurance information to allow management to manage by exception – dramatically reducing the opportunity for corporate risk.

ComplyPro compliments traditional project management and reporting methodologies - that can often create a false sense of progress – with far more immediate, granular and qualitative information that provides a more complete picture of a project’s real progress against project Key Performance Indicators.

Value for Money

ComplyPro provides unparalleled visibility of the true progress and health of a project by providing the fundamental evidence of progress against project objectives and establishing whether the project is delivering true value for money to its funding entities, clients and stakeholders. ComplyPro joins up the entire project team from the earliest conceptual design stages to delivery and beyond, this is carried out progressively on a day-by-day basis therefore reducing costly rework, contractual conflict and delays.

From the earliest stages a project team works collaboratively around a single view of the evolving project specification, removing error-prone and fragmented practices. This ensures discrepancies, or inconsistencies, between the specification, design and deliverables are highlighted immediately - reducing costly delays.

Management by Exception

Senior management have very little time available to monitor the daily health of vast infrastructure projects. Using ComplyPro, the project team has the capability to de-risk complex project design and build processes progressively freeing them to take corrective action within a controlled approvals process in order to get things back on track.

In circumstances where a project has deviated from the original plan resulting in budget changes, this can be efficiently escalated with the ComplyPro approvals procedures to the appropriate level. ComplyPro enables a project team to truly deliver the practice of management by exception. The solution can be used alongside a project management tool to deliver progress information at all stages of a project, for example to indicate how compliant a particular contractor is at a given point in time.

One Version of the Truth

Another major reason for delays within infrastructure projects is due to conflicting data derived from reports which have been taken from a number of different data sources.

In ComplyPro, the entire project team works from a central database, delivering a single, always up to date version of the information. This approach ensures that management have accurate information and unprecedented visibility of project progress and the impact of any change is immediately apparent and can be managed effectively.

Find out how ComplyPro can help you. Tell us about your project.